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Abstra t

Mammographi image enhan ement methods are
typi ally aimed at either improvement of the overall
visibility of features or enhan ement of a spe i sign
of malignan y. In this paper, we present a synthesis
of the two paradigms by means of image fusion. After
a redundant B-spline wavelet transform de omposition
is arried out, the transform oeÆ ients are pro essed
for enhan ement of mi ro al i ations, ir ums ribed
masses, and stellate lesions. The modi ed oeÆ ients
are then fused for re onstru tion of an enhan ed image
with improved visualization of malignan ies. Both proessing for enhan ement of sele ted features and fusion
of the resultant images are a omplished within a single
wavelet transform framework whi h ontributes to the
omputational eÆ ien y of the des ribed method. The
devised algorithm not only allows for eÆ ient ombination of spe i features of importan e in the ontrast
enhan ed images, but also provides a exible framework for in orporation of di erent enhan ement methods and their independent optimization.

1 Introdu tion

Mammography is the best method for early dete tion of breast an er at a time when approximately 80
per ent of women diagnosed with breast an er have
no identi able risk fa tors for this disease. The early
dete tion of breast an er is essential sin e therapeuti a tions are more likely to be su essful in the early
stages. Finding small malignan ies and subtle lesions
is often diÆ ult with false-negative rate being due both
to diÆ ulty with dis erning subtle features on the omplex normal anatomy ba kground and oversight of abnormalities.
Contrast enhan ement an make more obvious unseen or barely seen features of a mammogram without requiring additional radiation. Better visibility of
suspi ious stru tures an in rease e e tiveness and efien y, and thus improve the diagnosti performan e
of mammography.
Existing methods of mammographi image enhan ement an be divided roughly into two ategories: (1)
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methods aimed at better visualization of all features
present in an image [1, 2, 10, 12℄, and (2) methods
that target spe i features of importan e (e.g., miro al i ations [13, 14, 16℄, stellate lesions [8℄).
Methods from the rst ategory are not optimized
for a spe i type of an er and sometimes not even
for mammography. Rather, they try to improve the
per eptual quality of the entire image and are often
developed with a framework more general than mammography alone in mind.
The se ond ategory methods on entrate on revelation of parti ular signs of malignan y. They an be
very su essful in their area of spe ialization; however,
in order to pro ess mammogram for presen e of various
features, one would need to apply di erent algorithms
independently resulting in both larger number of images to be interpreted by a radiologist and in reased
omputational omplexity of su h a pro edure.
In this paper, we present an approa h whi h overomes these short omings and problemati limitations
via synthesis of the two paradigms by means of image
fusion.

2 Methodology

The goal of our method is to adapt spe i enhan ement s hemes for distin t mammographi features, and
then ombine the set of pro essed images into an enhan ed image. The mammographi image is rst proessed for enhan ement of mi ro al i ations, masses,
and stellate lesions. From the resulting enhan ed images, the nal enhan ed image is synthesized by means
of image fusion [7℄. Wavelet based image enhan ement
and fusion are merged into a uni ed framework, so
that there is no need for arrying out the two operations independently (i.e., omputing wavelet de ompositions, modifying wavelet oeÆ ients for enhan ement of spe i features, re onstru ting the enhan ed
images, performing wavelet transforms of the enhan ed
images, fusing transform oeÆ ients, and obtaining the
nal result by re onstru tion from fused wavelet oefients). Both enhan ement and fusion are therefore
impli it (i.e., performed in the wavelet domain only).
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Figure 1: Overview of the algorithm.
Figure 1 presents a blo k s heme of the overall algorithm.
The algorithm onsists of two major steps: (1)
wavelet oeÆ ients are modi ed distin tly for ea h
type of malignan y; (2) the obtained multiple sets of
wavelet oeÆ ients are fused into a single set from
whi h the re onstru tion is omputed. The devised
s heme allows eÆ ient deployment of an enhan ement
strategy appropriate for lini al s reening proto ols:
enhan ement algorithm is rst developed for ea h spei type of feature independently, and the results are
then ombined using an appropriate fusion strategy.
The stru ture of the algorithm also enables independent development and optimization of enhan ement strategies for individual mammographi features
as well as the fusion module.
2.1

B-Spline Wavelet Transform

Sin e diagnosti features in mammograms appear
in a variety of shapes and sizes, traditional image enhan ement te hniques su h as histogram equalization
and unsharp masking seldom produ e satisfa tory results and are learly outperformed by more sophistiated methods [10, 12℄. Re ognizing the bene t of
mammographi image pro essing a ross di erent s ales
have resulted in a variety of wavelet-based te hniques;
however, the hoi e of an appropriate wavelet transform is of ru ial importan e. In enhan ement of mammograms, for example, it is essential to improve the visibility of features without distorting their appearan e
and shape. Algorithm introdu ed artifa ts are dangerous sin e they an lead to misdiagnosis, and la k of
translation invarian e of the transform has been identi ed as a possible sour e of artifa ts. In the light of
this major short oming of orthogonal and biorthogonal
wavelet transforms, translation-invariant over omplete
wavelet representations of signals have be ome popular
[2, 10, 13, 14℄.
In two dimensions, the la k of rotation invarian e
a e ts the pro essing results as well, and several steerable [3℄ wavelet transforms have been devised to ad-

dress this problem [1, 8, 9℄. Translation and rotation
invarian e are equally important for image fusion appli ations, and our experiments have shown elimination of orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelet transform
aused artifa ts when the steerable dyadi wavelet
transform based fusion method [7℄ has been used.
Here, we employ a generalization of the dis rete
dyadi wavelet transform [11℄ with wavelets being
equal to the se ond derivative of a entral B-spline.
This multis ale spline derivative-based transform [5℄
has several ni e properties: (1) it is translationinvariant and approximately steerable, (2) it is well
suited for in orporating exibility from a variety of
methods [1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 13, 14℄, and (3) it an be implemented as a lter bank onsisting of one-dimensional
lters only.
The wavelets an be expressed as
(x; y ) =

 2 %(x; y )
;
x2

where

%(x; y ) = p+2 (x) p+2 (y )
and p (x) denotes a entral B-spline of order p 2 .
Sin e entral B-splines an losely approximate a
Gaussian probability density fun tion (in fa t, they
onverge to a Gaussian as their order tends to in nity),
%(x; y ) an be made approximately ir ularly symmetri and, onsequently, (x; y ) approximately steerable.
A rotation of (x; y ) by 0 an therefore be approximated by
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Figure 2 shows the building blo ks of a lter bank
implementation of the transform whi h uses the set of
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Figure 2: Filter bank implementation of a multis ale
spline derivative-based transform with a se ond derivative wavelet. Basi pro essing modules for (a) de omposition and (b) re onstru tion at a s ale 2m .
basis fun tions needed to approximately steer (x; y ).
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All the lters are either symmetri or antisymmetri , a property whi h enables an additional speedup
when a symmetri (e.g., mirror extended) input signal
is used [6℄.
B-spline approximations are also well suited for arrying out the proper initialization of the wavelet transform by means of simple pre ltering. Su h a spline
based initialization an signi antly improve the a ura y of pro essing at ner s ales.
2.2

Enhan ement and Fusion

After the wavelet de omposition, the obtained oefients are modi ed for improved visualization of features of diagnosti importan e. Lo al enhan ement of
mi ro al i ations, ir ums ribed masses, and stellate
lesions has been developed for ea h type of malignan y
separately. An advantage of the method represented
by Figure 1 is the fa t that the entire pro essing algorithm an be split into subproblems whi h an be
ta kled independently.
For enhan ement of mi ro al i ations, se ond derivatives along dire tions of x and y -axis are added
to form an approximation to a Lapla ian of Gaussian.
The obtained oeÆ ients are thresholded, and the original oeÆ ients at the orresponding lo ations multiplied by a gain fa tor. Similar enhan ement through
dete tion was used by Stri kland and Hahn [13, 14℄. To

redu e the number of false-positive elongated samples,
the strength of lo al orientation was omputed by employing se ond derivative wavelets in onjun tion with
their Hilbert transform pairs for multis ale orientation
analysis. Note that, although not implemented for the
purpose of this paper, it is possible to obtain voi es
of the transform as well (e.g., o taves \2.5" and \3.5"
[13, 14℄); entral B-spline properties enable omputation of the transform at any integer s ale [15℄.
Enhan ement of ir ums ribed masses is arried out
by applying a pie ewise linear enhan ement fun tion
[2℄ to wavelet oeÆ ients at s ales 23 through 25 . The
sele tion of the s ale range was based upon the pixel
resolution (116m) of digitized mammograms in the
University of Florida database.
Stellate lesions are ontrast enhan ed a ording to
the observation that they introdu e a distortion into a
radial orientation pattern from the nipple to the hest
wall [4℄. The 1-norm of di eren es between lo al orientation and average orientation within a sliding window
is used as an input to a soft thresholding fun tion at
ea h dyadi s ale independently [8℄.
The hoi e of enhan ement parameters ontrols the
aggressiveness/subtleness of ea h resultant enhan ement (i.e., prominen e of the targeted feature with respe t to the surrounding tissue).
Note also that it is possible to put di erent weights
on features, and ex lude ertain features from the nal
result.

3 Experimental Results
Our method was applied to digitized mammograms
from the University of Florida database, and showed
promising results in terms of improved visibility and
dete tion of subtle features.
Figure 3 demonstrates the results of pro essing using the multis ale analysis ontrast enhan ement algorithm [10℄, and using the proposed fusion of enhan ed features method. In this example, the fusion
of enhan ed features emphasizes the appearan e of a
mass whi h is surrounded by dense paren hyma of
the breast. Our preliminary results suggest that this
type of image is more easily interpreted by radiologists ompared to images produ ed via global enhan ement te hniques; however, the multis ale analysis ontrast enhan ement algorithm [10℄ is being re ned as
well. A powerful aspe t of the enhan ement via fusion
s heme lies in its exibility: the multis ale analysis
based global ontrast enhan ement algorithm [10℄ an
be readily in orporated into the s heme as one of the
bran hes before the fusion module.

4 Con lusion

The des ribed method in orporates a variety of
properties of mammographi image enhan ement
methods tailored to spe i signs of malignan y into
a uni ed omputational framework. Multis ale spline
derivative-based transform has proved exible enough
for impli it enhan ement of individual types of mammographi features and thus enabled pro essing within
a single wavelet transform de omposition. In addition
to its eÆ ien y, the algorithm is also well suited for further re nements; optimizations an be performed for
ea h type of malignan y alone, and separately for the
fusion strategy.
Our preliminary experiments imply that the enhan ement via fusion approa h an provide more obvious lues for radiologists. Further lini al tests are
planned to verify that the versatility of this paradigm
an provide a better viewing environment for an easier
and a more reliable interpretation of mammograms.
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Figure 3: (a) Original mammogram. (b) Contrast enhan ement by multis ale analysis [10℄. ( ) Enhan ement
obtained by fusion of enhan ed features.

